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Robert Lawson — writing sample 2 
 
Hired to write a series of one hour live presentation scripts for sub-brands of Choice Hotels 
International, for annual convention that was held in Las Vegas, April 2018. This is the 
opening for the Cambria brand session, delivered by the brand leader to franchisees from 
around the country.  
 

!     !     !     !     ! 
 
Theme : Own the Future 
 
CENTER SCREENS 
In the transitions, as speakers enter and the next topic is introduced, one of the screens — in 
the center array of fragmented screens — will be used to highlight that particular topic. 
Once a topic is introduced, that screen will remain fixed with that specific topic for the entire 
session, so that these center screens will be part of the final immersive feel of Cambria all 
around us. Everything that Cambria has to offer. 
 
CONSIDER a visual treatment of the mosaic screens that say “Cambria Hallmark” in the 
places where we talk about them. Make sure we note the difference between the three tiers 
of expected programs and experiences. 
 
 
OPENING VIDEO/MONTAGE 
 
MUSIC underscoring 
 
IMAGES 
An evolving collage, a series of still images and pre-existent video clips that ultimately are 
combined to make a “photographic mosaic composite” that is the Cambria logo that fills 
both side screens (example below) — 
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The seven individual panels, in the center screen array, will end up with each one having one 
of the seven individual letters of the word “CAMBRIA.” 
 

Image possibilities 
! Property shots, exterior and interior from Cambrias all over the country 
! Close ups of signature — 

o Furniture 
o Fabrics 
o Carpets 
o Front desk & in room collateral 

! People 
o Front desk associates 
o Bartenders 
o Housekeeping staff 
o Guests 
o Owners & GMs 

! CP card and collateral 
! Screen shots 

o SmartRates  
o Choice.com  

! Map of U.S. with dots indicating Cambria locations 
! Glamour shots of cities and locations of various Cambrias 
 

 
VOICE OVER  

A Billy Crudup-type voice. Not an Important Baby Boomer voice. Somebody 
approachable, Gen X. Smart, friendly, sharp, illuminates the major points of the 
theme. 

 
The future is built on ideas. 
 
The future is built on insight. 
 
The future begins with the Cambria guest. 
 
What they want. 
 
What they hope for. 
 
What they aren’t getting anywhere else. 
 
What they don’t even know they want. 
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What they can get from YOU. 
 
If you start with the customer, if you build on that foundation — then you’ve got something 
that’s valuable. 
 
Something that will stand the test of time. 
 
We’re Cambria. 
 
And we own the future. 
 

At end of montage, VOG introduces brand leader, J.Cannon 
 
 
SESSION OPENER 
 
J. Cannon 
The future comes at you fast. So you have to be ready to create the future you intend.  
 
And we are. 
 
The success of Cambria, as a brand, is no longer in doubt.   
 
But we intend for Cambria to become the dominant leader in the upscale category for 
guests and investors, plain and simple.  
 
And we know what it’ll take to dominate.  
 
Last year, we kept a clear line of sight and reached some record high milestones.   
 
Now it’s time to own the FUTURE. 
 
 Walks to another part of the stage. 
 
We all know a brand is not born : IT’S MADE. 
 
And we know it starts with understanding and owning the Guest Journey. 
 
In hospitality, the guest journey starts when a guest plans a trip, continues when they book 
and ends with they leave — when they leave with a good memory of their stay, ready to 
book again. 
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That journey has important benchmarks along the way. 
 
 Stops. 
 
You know what it’s like to go to a Starbucks? 
 
It starts when you have that feeling like you’d like a little lift in your day. 
 
You ask Siri where the closest Starbucks is, because that’s a brand that’s become 
synonymous with good coffee — a reliable product and experience all over the world. 
 
You see that logo on the outside. 
 
Inside everything tells you you’re in the right place. 
 
The smell of coffee, the comfortable seating, the welcoming staff, the right sweets to go 
with coffee made exactly how you like it.  
 
Then the quick delivery — your perfect coffee appearing on that raised counter like the prize 
at the end of a quest. 
 
Sit and enjoy, be social, or get work done with the free WiFi. 
 
Leave refreshed. 
 
A brand promise delivered end to end. 
 
A genuine, differentiated, engineered experience that customers can’t find anywhere else.  
 
If you start with the customer, if you build on that foundation — then you’ve got something 
that will stand the test of time. 
 
We’re doing the same thing with Cambria. 
 
And delivering an experience with so much more than just good coffee. 
 
A seamless booking engine. 
 
A seamless stay experience, end to end, with all the perks you expect from an upscale hotel 
— AND SO MUCH MORE. 
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 Move to another part of the stage. 
 
We’re always analyzing the guest experience to find ways we can create greater trust, 
respect, passion, and engagement that will keep our current guests and new guests coming 
back over and over.  
 
We’re not waiting around for that happen. We’re making it happen NOW.  
 
Already, Cambria is the most loved brand in the upscale category.  
 
And we intend for Cambria to become the dominant leader in the upscale category for 
guests and investors.  
 
We know what it’ll take to dominate.  
 
We know we need to keep enhancing technology that makes it easier for YOU to get the 
right mix of business and the right margins. Technology that’s easy for your staff to 
understand, to care about, and to serve the target guest every minute of every day.  
 
Today, you’ll get a sneak peek at technology and expertise that will truly transform your 
bottom line, and get more out of every booking. 
 
Today, you’ll hear the next generation of insights, strategy and programs to make sure we 
attract our target guest. Guests who will rebook and tell their friends. Guests who’ll pay 
more to get what we offer — and who know that we offer what no one else does. 
 
You’ll understand how the strategy behind the new hotels we’re opening is feeding into 
serious momentum.  
 
All of this adds up to a single-minded focus on owning the future. 
 
We’re making our future together. And when you leave here today, you’ll own the future of 
Cambria in a deeper, more profound way. 
 

[SLIDE: Approachable Indulgence Title Slide] 
 

As you all know, we’ve been activating what we know about our guests’ wants and needs to 
give them a consistent brand experience. And what sets us apart is our brand promise: 
Approachable Indulgence. The feeling of access without excess, treating yourself without 
guilt.  
 

[SLIDE: Property Images]  
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This comes to life through our design philosophy — Casually Tailored — giving our guests a 
sense of space and a sense of place 
 
We’re strategically amplifying initiatives to provide a differentiated but consistent guest 
experience from the minute they plan to moments after they depart. 
 
We ARE,  

ALWAYS HAVE BEEN,  
and ALWAYS WILL BE —  
  

— Strategic in making decisions that work for you on an operations level and on a capital 
improvements level. 
 
We know you work hard. 
 
Our target guest works hard too. 
 
In fact, chances are that the first time they stay with Cambria, they’re staying FOR WORK. 
 
They’re not the CEO. But they’re ambitious and hard-working, aiming for the special perks 
that come with success.   
 
And like so many people in our fast paced culture, they’re STARVED FOR TIME. 
 

[SLIDE: Rapid Montage of Digital clocks, smartphones]  
 
I was talking recently with a security expert about credit card chip readers. They 
exponentially increase security for transactions. 
 
But at a cost. 
 
It turns out they bother some people because they add time to transactions. It can take 9 
seconds longer than just sliding your card through the swiper. I know : 9 seconds doesn’t 
seem like a lot. 
 
But this security expert told me that some people say they’d trade the security of their own 
credit card accounts just to get back those 9 seconds.  
 
We have literally been rewired by the way our world has evolved. 
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We used to live life in terms of half hours or hours. Now, we live life in terms of minutes and 
seconds.  
 
So we need to find ways to reduce friction, cut down on the frustrations of waiting.  
 
TO GIVE TIME BACK TO OUR GUESTS.  
 
Efficiency and a seamless hotel experience soup to nuts. Reduce the things they need to 
figure out, like where do I check in? And where can I get a cup of coffee? Don’t make them 
use their time to figure out what we can make obvious. Intuitive. Seamless and simple. 
  
You get the idea.  
 
And here’s the payoff for when we’re hyper conscious of our guests’ time : For them, it 
means more time to indulge in a longer shower, time to relax, or get more work done, have 
a drink at the end of the day. 
  
For you? Guests will have more time to spend more money on that second drink at your 
bar, more time to explore the neighborhood, which means more good memories of their 
stay. 
 
Really it comes down to having more time for human experiences.  
 
And that has a huge emotional impact on our guests. 
 
And that makes a bond — with the big payoff that they will return to Cambria, again and 
again. 
 
CONNECTION. 
 
With ourselves — with that longer shower, a phone call home — and with one another. 
 
To dominate the market, Cambria needs to thrive at the crossroads where Efficiency, 
Technology, Humanity and Community intersect. 
 
The good news? The GREAT News?? 
 
That’s our sweet spot. 
 
Now let’s make it sweeter. 
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Every initiative we undertake for the Cambria brand is linked to 2 things : the guest 
experience from beginning to end, and the way you do business, how you make money. 
 
Cambria is perfectly situated in the marketplace. 
 
We have a product that’s constantly evolving to attend to the constantly evolving needs of 
our target guest.  
 
And we’re growing our footprint in 42 of the 50 most desired markets. It’s getting easier for 
guests to find us.  
 
And once they do, they’re going to get the product and service that will makes them KNOW 
they don’t need to look any further to find a hotel that gets them. 
 
That’s how Cambria will become the dominate brand in the upscale space for guests and 
investors.  
 

[SLIDE: Guest Journey Stages build to show all and quickly morph to only show the 
ones we will be focusing on] 

 
SO let’s back up and use the guest journey stages we will own as our roadmap so we can lay 
out new initiatives in a cohesive way – which is the way our guests navigate and are 
navigated through the Cambria experience.  
 
We start with the first stage of the journey, Dream and Plan. Here’s Cambria Marketing 
Director, D.Taylor.  
 
 

 
CONTINUES 
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